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Abstract—Now-a-days graphical interface is very important
for any operating system, even the embedded ones. Adopting
existing solutions will be much easier than developing your
own. Moreover, a lot of software may be reused in this case.
This article is devoted to X Window System adaptation for
Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) compliant realtime operating system Baget. Many encountered problems come
from the tight connection between X and Linux, therefore it is
expected to encounter these issues during usage of X on nonLinux systems. Discussed problems include, but not limited to
the absence of dlopen, irregular file paths, specific device drivers.
Instructions and recommendations to solve these issues are given.
A comparison between XFree86 and Xorg implementations of X
is discussed. Although synthetic tests show Xorg performance
superiority, XFree86 consumes fewer system resources and is
easier to port.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Although some real-time operating systems have not included graphic output for a long time, it’s absence or obsolescence may be a huge disadvantage nowadays. Many target
devices, such as onboard computers in cars or aircrafts, started
to utilize displays for showing gauges and providing additional
information to the user. In order to support this features, RTOS
must provide some graphic API for applications. Options are
limited to adopting existing interfaces or writing your own.
The most straightforward solution to this problem - development of your own interface will allow you to minimize API
overheads, which may be very crucial for embedded devices.
Major disadvantage of this approach will be low portability
of used applications. Also a lot of existing applications must
be ported manually in order to use them. On the other side,
adopting common graphic solutions will result in decreasing
development cycle time by acquiring updates and tests from
community and standardization of API usage for software.
However, some problems will be encountered during porting.
Moreover, it may be hard to further improve this software in
terms of performance due to adopted architecture.
Host real-time operating system is called Baget [1]. It
provides different standards for developers: POSIX 1003.1 [2],
ARINC 653 [3], C++11. All programs must be statically compiled in order to run. Baget focuses on system reliability: many
self-test facilities are implemented, including, but not limited
to tasks and OS automatic restart, stack overflow checks, object
validation. Baget can run various tasks simultaneously with

separated process contexts [4]. Current graphical subsystem
is server-client X windows system implementation named
XFree86 with version 4.8.0. Although XFree86 [5] supports up
to the X11R6.6 protocol version, which is barely enough to run
modern applications, absence of many important extensions,
for example, Xrender [6], implies heavy limits upon software.
Nowadays existing free software solutions in display
servers for operating systems are limited to two options: X
Windows System and Wayland [7]. However, there is a big
ideological difference between them. X started it’s history a
long time ago in the ’80s and was developed as an all-around
solution. The protocol supports a lot of operations, including
window management and draw operations. For example, it
is possible to implement an application menu via X11 calls.
Although X API is rich, nowadays a lot of software does
not use it directly due to its complexity. Over time a lot of
frameworks emerged upon X, for example, GTK. As a lot
of frameworks implemented its API and draw capabilities,
drawing directly through X become obsolete. Moreover, some
server capabilities were moved into kernel, for example, User
Mode Setting became Kernel Mode Setting [8], [9]. To replace
X, which has a lot of excessive functionality and complexity,
Wayland was created. Its protocol is completely unaware of
window content and does not support any API that allows
drawing your application. The scope of Wayland is window
interaction, buffer management, etc. To fill window content
you need to use another API or framework, for example,
Qt, EGL, or even X. Although Wayland is considered to
be a better display server protocol (mostly because it is
created in a way to be a window system and nothing more),
it’s implementations are highly dependent on relatively new
Linux kernel API named Direct Rendering Infrastructure [10].
Adopting these interfaces will surely become a difficult task.
As for X, although its modern implementation Xorg also
can use new Linux kernel subsystems [11], it still supports
less complicated backends. Moreover, not only all modern
frameworks are ready to be used with X, old software is
compatible with modern server implementations. Considering
all these arguments it was decided to adopt a modern window
manager called X.org [12]. It was forked from the XFree86
project in 2004. Nowadays X.org, which is widely used in
the most popular Linux distributives, is de facto standard X11
implementation with frequent updates. In comparison to it,
XFree86, which is the current Baget OS windowing system,
was released in 2008.
The main objective is to adapt the newest X.org version to
Baget to be able to use the whole X ecosystem, including
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modern codebase and libraries. Although X uses a clientserver architecture, most porting problems come from the
server-side. It is divided into two parts: Driver Independent
X (DIX) that represents server logic, request processing,
drawing routines, extensions, etc., and Driver Dependent X
(DDX), which is responsible for handling hardware, input and
output devices and holds most of OS-specific code. To be
able to use Xorg with the operating system, or rather API,
that is not supported by developers, matching DDX must be
implemented. Codebase already has some implementations for
Linux, Wayland, Windows, etc. However, they are dependant
on API that generic POSIX-compliant OS might not have. Of
course, writing new DDX from scratch would be the best way
in terms of compatibility, but time and resources spent on this
will be huge. On the other hand, patching the present code
would reduce the initial workload in exchange for testing. As
a base of our solution, we decided to use the existing DDX
for Linux systems. Obtained during this research solutions and
recommendations may be used to port modern X to another
operating system with similar to Baget properties, because a
lot of encountered problems will arise during adaptation to any
non-Linux based OS.
In addition to that, issues regarding XFree86 adaptation
will be considered, as well as performance and system resource
usage in comparison to modern X.org.
To sum up, there are two main questions:
1)
2)

How to port Xorg to Baget OS and what problems
are expected to arise with other POSIX-compliant
systems?
Is it worth to port Xorg instead of xFree86?

This paper is organized as follows:
•

A review of issues that arise when porting X server to
new operating system with constrained functionality
and proposed solutions.

•

Performance comparison between XFree86 implementation and modern Xorg implementation.

•

Conclusions and future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Although X Window System was developed in 1984, there
is a shortage of available articles and proceedings that discuss
various aspects of the protocol and implementations. Discussion is primarily done on specialized forums and mailing lists.
Most articles were done in the 90’s and discussed earlier
versions of X protocol. Even less information can be found
on porting X Window System implementations to operating
systems, other than Linux.
Recent publications on X Window System discuss general
programming issues that arise when using X11 API [13]. Performance is critical for the windowing systems, so a lot of work
is done on using GPU acceleration for drawing operations
to reduce CPU workload. In [14] authors try to reduce cpu
overhead by implementing resource-sharing protocols. Some
attempts on porting X server implementation to embedded
system result in a practically complete overhaul of the server
internal systems [15].

III.

P ORTABILITY P ROBLEMS AND S OLUTIONS

A. Static Compilation
In the Baget OS, processes are pre-defined and starting
along with the system itself. Due to this, executable code
cannot be loaded dynamically. This requires all of the process
code to be packed into a single object file during system
compilation.
Although machine independent part of the X.org server can
be statically built with ease and have a corresponding option,
some problems come from the DDX component. It is necessary
to change makefile scripts and rename entry point function to
be able to call it later.
Another problem comes from X architecture. Nowadays,
two sets of libraries are used to build X infrastructure. Ones
are required by the server-side, ones by client applications.
Some libraries as libXau are used in both. But others may
have functions with the same names and different prototypes.
Because of that, all the libraries cannot be combined into
a single static library so client and server parts have to be
maintained separately.
B. Dlopen Abscence
As mentioned above, executables cannot be loaded dynamically. Due to this, the dlopen function family is not supported.
In order to be flexible Xorg uses a module system, that heavily
relies on this API because it is used during module loading
and devices initialization. Every loaded module must define
a global variable called <modulename>ModuleData, which
contains version, setup and teardown functions. This object
would be searched during the startup of the X server to fill
ModuleDesc structure and register module.
However, these steps can be done with a minor alteration of
source code even without dlopen. Functions inside the loader
component must be stubbed. In every loadable module, which
will be used later, special function must be implemented. It will
allocate required function tables and ModuleDesc structure,
perform registering and call module setup. This function must
be called during DDX initialization instead of normal routine.
Despite the simplicity, this approach restricts available
drivers. On the other hand, considering Baget usage as an
embedded system, the target platform and list of devices are
known during compilation. Due to this, it is not reasonable to
use dynamic drivers.
C. Device Drivers
Device drivers in Xorg are part of modules. A module can
contains one or multiple drivers at once. Module responsibilities are registration of itself and it’s drivers. While module
initialization and driver initialization are called once, device
can be turned on or turned off multiple times. Input devices
are monitored by server, so when Xorg detects an event on
device file descriptor (i.e. poll reports that descriptor state is
changed or SIGIO raises), driver is called to proceed input. It
is expected that driver would generate an event that will be
further processed by X server.
An example of action sequence for mouse driver xorg-xf86input-mouse:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Mouse movement generates I/O on mouse file descriptor.
Xorg server detects I/O and calls driver function
MouseReadInput.
Driver reads data from desctiptor and proceed it
accoring to protocol and other settings.
Depending on data, driver calls xf86PostMotionEvent
or xf86PostButtonEvent.
Xorg constructs and put events (for example, single
MotionEvent) in server queue.

Modern DDX part of X.org uses a special interface to
handle input drivers called udev [16], which is a Linux kernel
device manager. However, old mouse and keyboards modules
is still supported. Due to this, previous drivers xorg-xf86-inputkeyboard and xorg-xf86-input-mouse were used as base due to
it’s simple requirements. Keyboard driver relies on input from
stdin. Mouse driver expects a device file from which mouse
packets data can be read. On top of that OS must provide
either select, poll or SIGIO API to watch file descriptors for
both drivers.
For output drivers, implementing standard screen functions
is enough to use graphics with software rendering done by X.
However, this driver heavily depends on the hardware platform
and therefore will not be discussed in this article.

Create relocatable output file with ld option -r from
xkbcomp and X client libraries.

•

Using objcopy flag -G enter func create same file with
all symbols hidden except enter func.

After these steps, it is possible to link xkbcomp into the
Xorg server process because all conflicting symbols are not
visible after objcopy. After that, we can run xkbcomp from
entry function enter func directly or create a special thread
for that purpose. Also, it is possible to get rid of FIFO by
using unnamed pipes or memory since it is the same process
now. Unlike the first solution, the required changes to source
code are tiny. The main disadvantage of this approach is almost
doubling X server executable size from 23MB to 40MB due
to copying a lot of binary code from X client object files.
E. Local Sockets
X.org normally creates a UNIX socket to handle all incoming local requests. POSIX implementation of socket in
Baget only supports AF INET domain, therefore creation of
UNIX domain socket is impossible. However, all requests can
proceed if the client and server will consider using localhost
instead of a socket file. This is possible to achieve by changing
communication callbacks for local connections in header files.
F. User ID and Group ID

D. Xkbcomp Utility
When the key is pressed keyboard driver delivers scancode
to the X server. In order to handle different types of keyboards
and language sets, there must be a mapping between scancodes
and actual symbols. To compile keymaps for current keyboard
X server uses utility named xkbcomp [17]. During Xorg’s
initialization, the main process forks, redirects streams and
executes this program. Xkbcomp is separated from the X
server because it relies on client-side libraries, thus cannot
be compiled into the server due to conflicting functions. But
Baget does not support fork and exec API because processes
are pre-defined.
It is possible to solve this problem in several ways.
Firstly, it can be achieved with rewriting xkbcomp utility
with X server libraries instead of client ones. However, some
parts of the code will be heavily altered and it will be hard to
update it with new versions later.
Secondly, we can imitate fork by creating another process
that manages xkbcomp during system startup. Communication
and synchronization between different sides will be done with
two FIFO’s instead of streams redirection. There are some
disadvantages of this approach. Some kind of protocol must
be implemented to pass arguments to xkbcomp. Moreover,
FIFO is visible to other processes that can write or read these
files. On top of that additional process and FIFO files create
unnecessary complexity and reduces clarity for users.
Although X server and X client cannot be simply linked
into one executable, some tricks with GNU utilities ld and
objcopy may help to get around this problem.
•

•

Compile xkbcomp without running linker with gcc
flag -c.

The majority of embedded devices are not supposed to be
directly (e.g. terminal access) used. Because of this, Baget
does not have a user identifier (UID) or group identifier (GID).
But X.org have a lot of checks related to UID. The simplest
solution is either stubbing UID functions to return 0, which is
equal to root UID in UNIX, or ignoring all checks.
G. Server and Applications Resources
In order to use X.org without Filesystem Hierarchy Standard [18] a user must provide path to fonts, log files, configuration files, and other resources. This can be done during
compilation.
Moreover, some applications are using libXt API [19] to
draw interfaces. This may cause unclear behavior because
libXt will look for app-defaults folder to find resources related
to running program. In case of its absence, no warning will
be generated, but the colors and shapes of drawn objects
will be incorrect. It is possible to solve this problem by
modifying libXt source code or setting environmental variable
XAPPLRESDIR.
H. Launching Statically Compiled X.org and Applications
Some tweaks must be done to successfully launch X.org
after static compilation.
First of all, to correctly call the renamed entry function
of X.org, argc and argv should be carefully generated and
provided. Arguments must include display number at least, for
example, :0. Before running any X application environmental
variable DISPLAY needs to be set accordingly.
Nowadays X.org will not display cursor and use mouse
driver until desktop environment, which is mostly not required
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for an embedded system, is loaded. However, while launched
in retro mode (with argument -retro), X.org will provide a
working cursor and mouse.

TABLE I. X 11 PERF C HAR G ROUP T ESTS DATA
Test name
Char in 80-char line (6x13)
Char in 70-char line (8x13)
Char in 60-char line (9x15)
Char16 in 40-char line (k14)
Char16 in 23-char line (k24)
Char16 in 7/14/7 line (k14, k24)
Char in 80-char image line (6x13)
Char in 70-char image line (8x13)
Char in 60-char image line (9x15)
Char16 in 40-char image line (k14)
Char16 in 23-char image line (k24)
Char in 80-char aa line (Charter 10)
Char in 30-char aa line (Charter 24)
Char in 80-char aa line (Courier 12)
Char in 80-char a line (Charter 10)
Char in 30-char a line (Charter 24)
Char in 80-char a line (Courier 12)
Char in 80-char rgb line (Charter 10)
Char in 30-char rgb line (Charter 24)
Char in 80-char rgb line (Courier 12)

I. XFree86 Issues
Since X.org was forked from XFree86, all issues discussed
before is the same for both windowing managers with two
exceptions. Firstly, dlopen is not mandatory for XFree86 modules can be statically linked by default. Secondly, xkbcomp is not required to obtain a keyboard configuration. As
for device drivers, its API has not changed much since then.
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON R ESULTS BETWEEN
XF REE 86 AND X ORG AND E VALUATION

A tool named x11perf [20] was used to measure performance difference. x11perf tests server by calling X protocol
commands multiple times and recording the number of operations per second. Both xFree86 and Xorg were installed on a
test stand with the following characteristics: single-core MIPS
400mhz CPU and 4GB 400mhz RAM.
x11perf results include over 350 different tests. However,
it may be combined into groups. For example, “Copy 10x10
from window to window”, “Copy 100x100 from window
to window”, “Copy 100x100 from window to pixmap” will
belong to the copy group.

Performance comapred to XFree86

Fig. 1 and 2 represent performance ratio of Xorg to
XFree86 in different test groups. All values are normalized
to the XFree86 result taken as 100%. For example, “Copy
500x500 from pixmap to pixmap” result is 194 and 271
operations per second for xFree86 and Xorg, respectively. That
means the dot will be at 140% since Xorg result is 140% of
xFree86. Each dot on the plot represents performance change
for a particular test. Test names are omitted. The dotted line
represents the mean value of a group. For this plots’ data,
please refer to Table 1 and Table 2.
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Fig. 1. x11perf Char Group Tests

Due to X.org’s increase in complexity compared with
XFree86, some operations may fall behind, for example, X
protocol NoOperation call declined from 1070000 to 543000
per second. Despite that, a lot of test suits show better results,
such as groups of char and copy operations, +30% and +10%
respectively. Overall performance increase is 46%. Although

Performance comapred to XFree86

IV.

Performance compared
to XFree86 (%)
119,4779
105,336
124,7475
119,1176
110,4551
110,2564
110,2041
103,1008
112,6263
109,0909
105,157
158,5086
137,5635
168,0851
204,9587
142,8894
193,8053
134,7044
110
143,7653

140%

140%
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120%

100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%
Fig. 2. x11perf Rectangle Group Tests

most of it comes from tests utilizing windows operations, such
as creating, moving, mapping and resizing.
As for memory usage, while X.org consumes 3 MB RAM
in idle state, while XFree86 uses only 1 MB.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

X Windows System (specifically X.org v1.20.3) was successfully ported to Baget operating system. Porting X to nonPOSIX systems may be unreasonable due to the usage of
signals, file descriptors, polls, and other specific API. As for
POSIX-compliant systems, one must implement device drivers
and solve platform-specific issues. Covered in this article
topics and methods can be used to adapt X to various systems
with similar to Baget properties.
Two X implementations, Xorg and XFree86, were compared. Although XFree86 is older than the newest X.org
release, it is easier to port. Another advantage is lower system
requirements, for example, memory usage, which can be decisive for embedded systems. Xorg’s superiority in performance
may be spoiled in case of heavy usage of simple operations
and program preference to draw small objects rather than big.
As an example, a lot of either old or simple software such as
standard utilities, calculators, notepads, etc. directly use such
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TABLE II. X 11 PERF R ECTANGLE G ROUP T ESTS DATA
Test name
1x1 rectangle
10x10 rectangle
100x100 rectangle
500x500 rectangle
1x1 stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
10x10 stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
100x100 stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
500x500 stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
1x1 opaque stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
10x10 opaque stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
100x100 opaque stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
500x500 opaque stippled rectangle (8x8 stipple)
1x1 tiled rectangle (4x4 tile)
10x10 tiled rectangle (4x4 tile)
100x100 tiled rectangle (4x4 tile)
500x500 tiled rectangle (4x4 tile)
1x1 stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
10x10 stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
100x100 stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
500x500 stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
1x1 opaque stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
10x10 opaque stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
100x100 opaque stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
500x500 opaque stippled rectangle (17x15 stipple)
1x1 tiled rectangle (17x15 tile)
10x10 tiled rectangle (17x15 tile)
100x100 tiled rectangle (17x15 tile)
500x500 tiled rectangle (17x15 tile)
1x1 stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
10x10 stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
100x100 stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
500x500 stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
1x1 opaque stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
10x10 opaque stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
100x100 opaque stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
500x500 opaque stippled rectangle (161x145 stipple)
1x1 tiled rectangle (161x145 tile)
10x10 tiled rectangle (161x145 tile)
100x100 tiled rectangle (161x145 tile)
500x500 tiled rectangle (161x145 tile)
1x1 tiled rectangle (216x208 tile)
10x10 tiled rectangle (216x208 tile)
100x100 tiled rectangle (216x208 tile)
500x500 tiled rectangle (216x208 tile)

Performance compared
to XFree86 (%)
58,9443
93,9502
99,0637
98,6301
109,4218
100,1506
38,9021
31,085
106,2124
136,7975
105,3333
100,6036
101,0929
130,8725
109,2896
103,5
111,7521
124,7163
77,6224
70,8904
106,4128
140
100,9967
96,063
101,0929
119,8758
100,7634
96,3855
110,4701
109,6311
40,6897
8,4746
107,0281
129,3706
98,0663
90,604
101,2774
116,5803
98,927
90,7692
101,2774
116,8421
111,6773
97,619

graphic subsystem with the upcoming changes and ease future
development. Also only display features of X Window System
are used, accelleration via 2D or 3D accellerators is not used.
In the future, we plan to adapt DRI framework in the X server
for Baget operating system in order to use GPU accellerated
3D applications.
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